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Greeting Brothers and Sisters,
“I WANT 602 TO

We’ve almost cleared the winters chill and spring is on the way!! I must say

HAVE A LONG AND

this winter has not been that bad. I don’t think we ever got lower that 10

PROSPORUS LIFE
AND I’M NOT WILL-

degrees. Pauxitaunee Phil predicted an early spring. It’s been fairly nice so

ING TO LET IT GO!”

far. This year is 2020! Lots of fun analogies are being thrown around as to

― Robert Melton

the reference of clearness and seeing the future. We always joke about
the past being 20/20 as its clarity of the decisions we should have made,
or rather the mistakes we could have avoided. How often do we say,” Well
going down that muddy road this morning was a mistake, It was 2020” or
“Well that stock option didn’t pay off very well….2020 my mistake” Some
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Message from the Business Manager (Cont. from Front Page)
Our Union IS a onetime shot! Attacks upon our way of life is not so out in the open anymore. No more
Ludlow creek incidents of 1914 between union Labor and the companies who owned the police forces
that oppressed them. Companies have learned from those mistakes. 20/20 you could say. Today’s
techniques are far more subtle and out of sight. Most battles are behind closed doors of law attorneys’
who write legislation to push us down and eventually out! The AFL-CIO fights them very aggressively
and more importantly all the time! Most of us never see this as it doesn’t make the headline news but
make no mistake IT IS GOING ON ALL THE TIME! As we go out to unit meetings all over the jurisdiction. We try to educate WHY this is so important. A bargaining unit member said back to us one time “
the government will make the company take care of us” and another time when I was teaching school
an apprentice responded to me with “I’ll deal with that when it comes”!! These are scary responses
and scary times when WE as bargaining unit members can’t perceive what is happing all around us or
more importantly don’t or won’t care until it happens, and our mistake becomes 20/20. As I have said
before in many previous newsletters. Once the union is gone IT’S GONE! In the last 5 years 3 locals in
the state of TEXAS have shut their doors for good. Not because they wanted to, but because the mem-

berships in those areas didn’t care enough to fight for their union. It’s 20/20 they will never come
back…..NEVER! Is that local 602’s legacy? Do you want to be in the group who didn’t fight to save
YOUR local? Do you want to be called 611 or 1141. This is not set in stone but a very real possibility IF
we don’t stand up for OUR local.
Everything has a beginning, and everything has an ending. We began our Local in 1911. When do we
want to read its obituary? Now or Later! What do we want it to say? Will we sum it as “well that was
20/20” The big question then become what do you do? It will no longer be what do we do, but what will

YOU do? You won’t have anyone in your corner to help you or fight for you. You will be
All…….ALONE! This year is 2020! We can say “it was in 2020 that we made our minds up to fight for
our union”. It was in 2020 that we stood shoulder to shoulder. We could say “it was 20/20 in 2020 that
if we didn’t we would not be here today” I’m here today to state very proudly I WANT 602 TO HAVE A
LONG AND PROSPORUS LIFE AND IM NOT WILLING TO LET IT GO!

Robert Melton

From the Podium
I would like to delve into the word ‘Passion’. As defined ….
Passion – (noun) – the emotions as distinguished from reason; intense, driving, or overmastering feeling or conviction.
The word passion can apply to so many things in a person’s life that it would be hard to single out a single instance. Common things people are passionate about are various hobbies, political views, and personal health.

Passion is an individual characteristic that differs from one person to the next and can often be a cause of strife.
That is part of being human and unique.
Passion also has its advantages if put in the right context. One example I think all of us can relate to is our Brotherhood. We often talk about setting ourselves ahead of unorganized labor and are challenged every day to prove
ourselves to that higher standard. I feel that passion is truly fundamental to achieve that goal. You can’t simply
walk the walk. There must be a driving force behind us to set us apart. That is passion.
For me personally passion molds my perceptions of the meaning of sacrifice. My passion for certain things
changes what some would consider a personal sacrifice into what I would call a contribution. Being part of the
Brotherhood, something bigger than myself, could be considered a sacrifice of my personal time and effort. My
passion makes that a contribution to a greater good that can have a positive influence on so many more that just
myself. It drives me to think and act for a higher cause beyond self-benefit.
I admit that this ‘enlightenment’ is not something I read in some self-help book or any kind of detached view of
my life. It started as a belief that turned into a passion. I am passionate about my teaching. I feel a deep need to
give back to the people and organizations that molded me into the person I am now.
I have an opportunity to help secure the future of our industry by educating and shaping the workers of tomorrow.
This is vital to the longevity of not just our trade but the continuation of the Brotherhood. We all need to focus on
tomorrow in so many ways that I find it hard to list them all here. But we, as proud members of Local 602, have
an obligation to keep our successes moving forward into not just our tomorrows, but those that are standing next
to each of us, looking for guidance and getting ready to step out of our shadows and readying themselves to carry the torch.
This requires us to believe in what we do in our trade to be important ….
And that HAS to be driven by passion!!
Dave Burris

From Amarillo Membership Development
What exactly is organizing? The work of organizing can be described in many different terms. But then again the
tasks of organizing are just as broad. Seems quite simple when job duties are stated “Organize all workers in the entire electrical industry…” but where to start? Should new employers be sought after with a bottom up campaign,
should the focus be on internal organizing at employers that are already union, should there be an emphasis on signing new contractors or should efforts be spent finding qualified electricians, linemen and operators etc. to join the
IBEW?
When construction picks up, organizing is STRESSFUL, contractors need qualified help as soon as possible and it’s
the organizer’s job to find them when books are clear and no one is available for work. It’s ensuring that the local union meets their end of the agreement and doesn’t disappoint contractors with unfilled calls. A union contractor has
expectations of being able to call and request an individual and trust that the individual will show up and get the job
done right. At the end of these days it’s EXCITING to review new membership applications and it’s REWARDING to
watch Local 602 grow.
When construction is slow, the work of organizing can carry a heavy weight on the heart. There are worries about
brothers and sisters out of work. Finding non-union contractors willing to sign agreements with the IBEW becomes
the priority. After planning and preparation, employers are approached. There are HOPEFUL meetings followed by
meetings with anti-union owner’s that are CONFRONTATIONAL. The end of this day is DISCOURAGING for an organizer. Realizing that the days efforts bared no fruit and members are still not working is not how a craftsman prefers to end the day. DETERMINED, meetings continue until an agreement is reached! This comes as a RELIEF as a
call to the books for manpower means members go back to work. At the end of these days, it’s GRATIFYING to review new agreements and it’s REWARDING to watch Local 602 grow.
When there is room to break away from the duties of unorganized inside and outside construction, union density
sparks an interest. When seeking growth in the brotherhood great opportunities for new members amongst already
unionized contractors are easily recognized. After review and planning, volunteer members are enlisted to assist.
Positive energy from fellow brothers and sisters that embark on an internal campaign is INSPIRATIONAL. At the end
of these days it’s CELABRATORY to review new member applications and it’s REWARDING to watch Local 602
grow.
After significant results in membership growth and increased member engagement following an internal campaign,
organizing for the IBEW seems UNSTOPPABLE! Organizing continues on with volunteer members spreading information about the IBEW to electrical workers of non-union employers and campaigns are started there as well.
So what exactly is organizing? Organizing really is reaching all workers in the entire electrical industry. Organizing is
accomplished by members coming together and employing any and all means necessary to grow the IBEW. Most of
all organizing is REWARDING!

In Solidarity,

Marcus Lundegreen

From Lubbock
Membership Development/ Our Passion for the IBEW
Well, the Winter season is about to leave us, and Spring is just around the corner. Spring is a time for change,
flowers bloom and the brown becomes green. Green symbolizes growth, but to maintain that growth you must
cultivate and water what you are trying to grow and strengthen. This is similar to the growth of the IBEW and
our local union.

To accomplish growth, you must have PASSION and people who have that PASSION to make it happen. You
must be passionate about the IBEW and be concerned about the future of this local. If you show people the
positive about being IBEW, will they follow you? If you don’t have passion, the energy, and the motivation, then
chances are they will have little interest or no interest at all.
I have talked to people about becoming union and all the opportunities that come with being union, but it is the
way I present everything to them. It is easy to share with someone the things you enjoy or have a PASSION for.

Just having that ability to make them feel the same way you do and to be a part of something this great must be
shared with enthusiasm and confidence. Passionate people will, at times, take risks and experience rejection,
and as an organizer, you will experience those types of situations. However, there is also the positive outcome,
the success stories. When you get that call from a newly organized member thanking you for changing their entire family’s life, as well as their future, I speak from personal experience, there is no substitute for the way you
feel when that happens. This is a good example of being passionate about what you believe in and how sharing
it with someone comes with ease.
I enjoy sharing my experience about being a union wireman. A few of the Journeymen I worked with while I was
an apprentice, did everything they possibly could with PASSION. They always had a positive attitude, worked
well together, and made every move count while doing a task. These guys expected positive results and were
always looking for ways to improve. Those are a few of the many examples that helped the local then, and we
can certainly apply them to continue to help and grow the local today.

In Solidarity,
Gilbert Salazar/ Membership Development

January 2020

DUES:

There will be $1.00 Per Capita Increase for ALL members.
If you are set up on autopay thru your bank or thru the ibew602 website, please make the necessary changes
to reflect the new rates.

There are also some members who are not paying the correct amount of dues; therefore
it is leaving those of you with a balance. If you are unsure of what you owe, please call
the Union Hall.
Please Note: Those who signed a monthly dues deduction authorization thru your employer
must be current on dues. Also, if you are signed up for dues deductions thru one contractor and
you are laid off and get referred out to another; it is your responsibility to fill out another
authorization for that contractor. You are also responsible for keeping your death benefits
current, as those are not deducted from your check.
All dues and death benefits can be paid on the IBEW 602 website at www.ibew602.org, there is
Credit Card/Check processing fee for all transactions.

Death Benefits:
“Any member who is 30 days or more delinquent in payment of death
assessments, after being notified by mail, and death occurs, the beneficiary
shall not receive the death benefit payment.”
233

Roy T. White Brother White passed away January 10, 2020

Please pay Death Assessments in a timely manner
Please notify the Hall to update any of the following:
Locations, Stewards, Classification, or if you have a change of address, phone number, email, etc.
Amarillo Office#:
Amarillo Fax#:

(806) 376-9945
(806) 376-9407

Lubbock Office#:
Lubbock Fax#:

Stephanie Pantoja,
Malorie Moran,
Rosie Velasquez,

Office Manager
Office Assistant
Lubbock Office Assistant

(806) 744-4062
(806) 744-7852

spantoja@ibew602.org
mmoran@ibew602.org
rvelasquez@ibew602.org

1st Quarter 2020 Years of Service Recognition………
IBEW Local Union 602 Staff would like to congratulate the following Active and Retired members for their
years of Service. It would be an honor to present your Years of Service Pin at the Regular Meeting, which is
on the 2nd Wednesday of each month at the Union Hall at 7:30pm . Please let us know which meeting you
will be attending, so we can have your years of service pin ready to present. You may also come by the
Union Hall anytime during business hours to pick up or you can call and request that your pin be mailed.

5 years of service: (Members Initiated between 1/1/2015 thru 3/31/2015)
Adam T. Aaron, Ramiro Acosta, Colby R. Adamowicz, Coltin C. Baldridge, Joshua K. Bilbrey,
Tory D. Blackwell, Clint D. Bradley, Chester W. Bruce Jr., Edward Bustos Jr., Mickey E. Coey,
Joshua R. Daniels, Brian Flood, Logan S. Garner, Larry D. Green, Robert W. Heaton, Travis G. Henly,
Chadrick L. Lujan, Corbin J. McDaniel, Juan Medellin, Douglas S. Morris, Mario Reyes Rivera,
Jacob J. Sprouse, Steven M. Timmons, Juan F. Trevino, Joshua A. Villarreal, Trevor R. Whitsitt
10 years of service: (Members Initiated between 1/1/2010 thru 3/31/2010)

Jimmi M. Castro, Charles H. McWilliams, Ryan J. Mosley, Michael J. Munoz, Jeremy H. Northrup,
Russell C. Putman, Richard L. Shay
15 years of service: (Members Initiated between 1/1/2005 thru 3/31/2005)

Paula A. Bush, Antonio Cruz, Patricia M. Dauphinais, David L. Day, Cedric A. Haughawaut,
Thomas W. Isbell, Carlos Montenegro, Donald W. Norrid
20 years of service: (Members Initiated between 1/1/2000 thru 3/31/2000)

Aldon B. Crabtree, Benjamin R. Eastepp, Rollin G. Kroeger, Jason E. Lee
25 years of service: (Members Initiated between 1/1/1995 thru 3/31/1995)

James H. Browneller, Steven A. Manry, Mark Montemayor, Doug Morris,
Toby S. Stroud, Mike D. Watts
30 years of service: (Members Initiated between 1/1/1990 thru 3/31/1990)

Donald D. Collins, Odis W. Cox, Lucas T. Lucero
35 years of service: (Members Initiated between 1/1/1985 thru 3/31/1985)

Carey L. Boyd
40 years of service: (Members Initiated between 1/1/1980 thru 3/31/1980)

Ronald L. Brown, Don G. Campbell, Danny Powers, Glen R. Preas
45 years of service: (Members Initiated between 1/1/1975 thru 3/31/1975)

Marvin A. Wein
50 years of service: (Members Initiated between 1/1/1970 thru 3/31/1970)

Jimmy R. Bishop, Victor R. Fulford, Edward L. Miller
55 years of service: (Members Initiated between 1/1/1965 thru 3/31/1965)

Jerry L. Hooks, Jimmie L. Perkins
60 years of service: (Members Initiated between 1/1/1960 thru 3/31/1960)

Joe N. Crow, Edward N. Whitehead
I.O. sends pins and certificates to Union Hall for Members who have 50 plus years of service

Till next quarter……

From the Utility Rep
March 2020
Greetings,
It’s hard to believe that we are already starting a new year, but here we are in 2020. This year has gotten off to a really
rocky start. The coronavirus has gotten things very complicated and I pray that all comes out well. Only time will tell. By
the time this newsletter comes out, our Local Union Elections will be starting up. All positions at the Union Hall will be on
the ballot. I highly encourage our members to step-up and get their names in for the e-board, president, and all other
positions. We need to be proactive and get involved in our Local Union activities. Regardless of who you vote for, I hope
that everyone steps up and votes. Nominations will be held during the May 13, 2020 Union meeting at 7:30 at the Union
Hall (200 S. Fannin, Amarillo). Ballots will be mailed out to each members’ current address (That the Union has on file at
the Union Hall). If you have moved and never called the Union Hall with a change of address, please do so now.
(Stephanie or Malorie 806-376-9945)
Be sure to let your wives know not to throw away any mail from the Local Union the latter part of May and the first week
of June. Be sure to send the ballot back by the deadline date. Do not write on the ballot.
It has been an honor and privilege to be your representative and I believe that we have made some positive strides to
build a better Union, but we still have a long way to go. IBEW stands for brotherhood with a common goal. We have to
become a solid unified body across all trades and crafts. One way that we can begin to accomplish this is to attend your
local Unit meetings. I realize that this world, that we live in, is a very busy one. We have children, after hour activities,
home projects, etc…, but union issues affect our way of making a living, they affect our way of life. Coming to meetings
helps educate us of issues that we need to be aware of. There are many changes coming up especially in the power
plants, we are all going to have to work together. The first step in this is to gather and share information, this is done at
the Unit meetings. Communication has always been an issue, we continue to try and improve this, but it takes all of us.
It starts with the Union Hall having accurate addresses, telephone numbers and e-mail addresses. I must remind all of
our members that when you change classifications or move Xcel will not notify us of these changes, that updated information must come directly from you the member. So, I ask you to please help us stay on top of all of this. We also still

have some non-member brothers working around us, it is up to us to educate them on the benefits of being a member.
As an A member you have an extra pension, and life insurance. Some of the benefit of being a member is having a
voice, being able to vote on your representatives and on your contract, being able to attend Unit meetings and getting
information firsthand and not blurred second handed information. It also gives you the satisfaction of knowing that you
are not riding off of the back of other people that are paying their way. It gives you the satisfaction of knowing that you
are helping carrying the load of having attorneys that can give us guidance, and allows us to give your stewards proper
training and you to have representation when the Company wrongs you. This is very important. We all need to remember that we are entitled to Weingarten Rights. You have the right to ask for your Union Representative (Steward) any
time that you believe that a discussion with your supervisor could lead you to being disciplined. You can not walk out of

a meeting, but you don’t have to participate until you have your Union Representative present. If your Representative is
not present, any Union member will not do. Make workforce relations call the Union Hall, we will get you proper representation.
Until next time,
Mike Andrade

FROM DISPATCH
Well here we are again. I’m glad we all made It through another very productive winter with most everybody working that wanted to work. Looking back on the past year I’d say we have been extremely blessed
with an abundance of work and projections for 2020 look to be extremely good so far. Not only do we have
that to look forward to but we can also tell the cold weather to go to hell and look forward to some decent
weather and biting walleye. Outside work has kind of leveled off a bit which is a thing that we are trying to
revitalize. Robert, Marcus, Gilbert and myself along with a handful of representatives from other locals as

well as International Representatives recently took part in an organizing blitz down in the Permian Basin
area focusing solely on outside workers and outside contractors. While that will most certainly be a long
hard row to hoe we fully intend to follow through and try and revitalize and hopefully strengthen our outside work throughout the entirety of 602’s jurisdiction. Well with all that being said I’ll let yall get back to it
and I’ll try and do the same myself. As always I hope everyone stays safe and productive out there. Get
out there and enjoy yourselves!
Ya’ll be good,

Drew Downs

Steven Ray Blakeley Sworn in as IBEW 602 Vice
President.

Dene Loza sworn in as a new IBEW 602 member.

2nd annual

INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD of ELECTRICAL WORKERS LOCAL 602
Golf Tournament; May 2th 2020
8:00 am Ross Wild Horse course
Entry fee 100.00 per player
Rules will be announced day of;
4-man teams Scramble/ Blind Draw Flights
Lunch; BBQ
Closest to the pin, Longest Drive and Longest putt prizes on Front
9 and Back 9, as well as flight 1st,2nd,3rd and door prizes!
Top Prize (2) 900.00 Gift Certificates to Golf Headquarters
4 Drink Tickets good for Beer or Soft drinks.
Call the IBEW hall 806-376-9945 to sign up!!

IBEW 602 Golf League
Greetings Brothers and Sisters,
It’s a new year and spring is right around the corner. With the warming weather thoughts turn to resuming favorite outdoor activities like hunting, fishing, and for those like me, golf. I am not a good golfer, but
there is nothing I like more than getting out there and chasing that little white ball around on a nice sum-

mer day.
So, with that in mind, I would like to propose the creation of an IBEW 602 Golf League. I’ve had this idea
rattling around my head for a while and since I’m not getting any younger, there is no time like the present. I have never been in a league, so I am a novice to how it all works. But I have been giving myself a
crash course on the ins and outs with the help of Google. My hope is that we can get this going before
the IBEW 602 Golf Tournament on May 2, 2020 so that the tournament will be a part of the league
scores. My idea is that league fee will be broken down into three basic items, a portion will be for prize

money at the conclusion of the season, a portion will be go to the Brotherhood Fund, and the smallest
portion possible will go towards administration fees. The league fee may or may not include greens fees/
cart fees, that will be established as we get going. I would propose that any member of IBEW 602 in
good standing or anyone affiliated with West Texas Chapter of NECA would be eligible. And I want to
figure out a practical way to include members from all three LU 602 jurisdictions.
A few things need to happen quickly to get this idea off the ground. First, I would like anyone interested
in being a member of the league to contact me as soon as possible to let me know. And second, we will
need to establish a Pro Tem Rules Committee to establish the framework of the league. Once the basics have been established, a vote will be taken to establish a standing committee. From what I have
read, a rules committee consists of the following: a league coordinator/treasurer, a league secretary,
and three league members. Please contact me ASAP if you want to volunteer to be on the Pro Tem
Rules Committee so we can set a meeting date and time to start setting things up.
I am excited about the potential of an IBEW 602 Golf League and I hope there are a lot of you that feel
the same way.
Fraternally,
Paul Salazar D981694
Email: IBEW602Golf@gmail.com
Cell: 806-318-8848

IBEW 602
P.O. Box 143
Amarillo, TX 79105

IBEW: The Right Choice for your Future!
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Contact Us
IBEW 602
200 S. Fannin
Amarillo, TX 79106

(806) 376-9945
Visit us on the web at www.ibew602.org
Scan the code below to sign up for a
digital copy of the newsletter.

To view or join the IBEW 602 Facebook
Group Page go to:
https://goo.gl/NSKgZV

